Abstract-This paper considers the problem of synchronizing of two remotely located data sources, which are mis-synchronized due to deletions, insertions and substitutions (collectively called 'edits'). We focus on the following model. There are two distant nodes, with one having a binary sequence X, and the other having Y . Y is an edited version of X, where the editing involves random deletions, insertions, and substitutions, possibly in bursts. The problem is to synchronize Y with X with minimal exchange of information over a noiseless link. The amount of information exchanged is measured in terms of both the average communication rate and the average number of interactive rounds of communication. The goal is to synchronize Y to X, either exactly or within a target Hamming distance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider two distant nodes, say Alice and Bob, having binary sequences X and Y , respectively. Y is an edited version of X, where the edits may consists of deletions, insertions, and substitutions of bits. Neither party knows what has been edited nor the locations of the edits. The goal is for Bob to reconstruct Alice's sequence with minimal communication between the two. This problem of efficient synchronization arises in practical applications such as file backup (e.g. Dropbox), online file editing, and file sharing. Rsync [2] is a UNIX utility that can be used to synchronize two remote files or directories. It uses hashing to determine the parts where the two files match, and then transmits the parts that are different. Various forms of the file synchronization problem have been studied in the literature, see e.g. [3] - [7] .
In this paper, we will assume that the total number of edits is small compared to the file size. In particular, we prove theoretical results for the case where the total number of edits t = o(n/ log n). A natural first question is: what is the minimal communication rate required for synchronization? A simple lower bound on the amount of communication required can be obtained as follows. If Alice knew the locations of the t edits in X, the minimum amount of information needed to indicate the positions of the edits to Bob is approximately t log n (∼ log n bits to indicate each position). The goal is to design computationally efficient algorithms that synchronize by transferring a total amount of information that is within a small factor of this lower bound.
In [1] , an interactive algorithm based on VarshamovTenegolts codes was proposed for synchronization from insertion and deletions (indels). In this paper, we build on this algorithm and extend it in several ways. We begin Section II with a brief review of the algorithm in [1] , and analyze its performance (the communication rate in each direction and the probability of error) when the edits are randomly distributed. We then present three extensions:
• Limited number of rounds: In practical applications where the sources may be connected by the high-latency link, having a large number of interactive rounds is not feasible. The number of rounds in the synchronization algorithm of [1] is of the order of log t rounds, where t is the number of indel edits. In Section III, we modify the algorithm to work with one complete round of interaction, and analyze the trade-off between the number of rounds and the communication rate.
• Bursty Edits: For reasons discussed in Section IV, the performance of the original algorithm is suboptimal for bursty indel edits. In practice, edits in files often occur in (possibly large) bursts. In Section IV, we describe a technique to efficiently synchronize from a single large burst deletion or insertion. We then use this technique in the original algorithm to perform efficient synchronization from multiple bursty indels.
• Substitution Edits: In Section V, we equip the interactive synchronization algorithm to handle substitutions, in addition to indels. For this, we use a Hamming-distance estimator in the algorithm in order to synchronize Y to within a target Hamming distance of X. The remaining substitution errors can then be corrected using syndromes of a linear error-correcting code.
Though this paper only considers synchronization of binary sequences, the algorithms can be extended to finite alphabet sequences using non-binary VT codes [8] . This will be discussed in a longer version of the paper. We note that the algorithm 978-1-4799-3410-2/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE Fifty-first Annual Allerton Conference Allerton House, UIUC, Illinois, USA October 2 -3, 2013
proposed in [1] has been used in [6] , [9] as a component of an interactive synchronization scheme when the number of indels is a small, but constant fraction of n.
Notation: Upper-case letters are used to denote random variables and random vectors, and lower-case letters for their realizations. log denotes the logarithm with base 2, and ln is the natural logarithm. In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to Alice and Bob as the encoder and decoder, respectively. We assume that the lengths of both X and Y are known to both the encoder and decoder at the outset.
II. INTERACTIVE ALGORITHM FOR INDEL EDITS
In this section, we briefly review the interactive algorithm proposed in [1] to synchronize from indel edits. (As we modify this algorithm in various ways, we will refer to it in the sequel as the 'original algorithm'.) The core of the algorithm is a one-way rate-optimal technique, based on the cosets of the Varshamov-Tenengolts (VT) code [10] , [11] , for synchronizing Y to X when they differ by either one deletion or one insertion. The reader is referred to [1, Section III] for a detailed description.
Using the single indel correcting technique as a module, the idea is to use interaction to efficiently isolate substrings with one edit each, and then apply the module to correct them individually. Consider the following example. 
The fourth bit of X is deleted, and there is an insertion after the last bit (these are shown in red italics). Suppose that the encoder sends a few 'anchor bits' (underlined) around the center of X. The decoder tries to find a match for these anchor bits as close to the center of Y as possible. In (1), X undergoes one deletion to the left of the center and one insertion to the right, so the center of Y is pushed by one position to the right. In general, if X and Y have lengths n and n respectively, there are n − n net deletions, and the position of alignment indicates how may net deletions occurred in the left and right halves of X. Whenever X and Y have their same length and their centers align, we can only infer that there are equal number of insertions and deletions (possibly zero) in either half of X. Whenever this occurs, a hash comparison is used to check whether the two strings being compare are exactly the same or not. The overall algorithm works in a divide-and-conquer fashion, as described below:
• The encoder maintains an unresolved list L X , whose entries consist of the yet-to-be-synchronized substrings of X, and is initialized to be L X = {X}. The decoder maintains a corresponding list L Y , initialized to {Y }.
• In each round, the encoder sends m a = c log n anchor bits around the center of each substring in L X to the decoder, which tries to align these bits near the center of the corresponding substring in L Y . If the decoder fails to find a match for the anchor, it requests more alignment bits at a different location. • The process continues until L Y (or L X ) is empty.
The following theorem describes the performance of the protocol when the positions of insertions and deletions are random. For the theorem, we assume a c log n-bit hash with collision probability 1 n c . Universal classes of hash functions [12] , for instance, have this property.
Theorem 1: Suppose that Y is obtained from length n sequence X via d deletions and i insertions. The positions of the edits are random and the number of edits t = (d + i) ∼ o( n log n ). For the interactive algorithm, let m anchor bits and m hash bits are used each time they are requested, with m = c log n. Then (a) The probability of error, i.e., the probability that the algorithm fails to synchronize correctly is less than
) denote the number of bits transmitted from the encoder (decoder) to the decoder (encoder),
Proof: See Appendix. The bounds of Theorem 1 on the expected number of bits in each direction match closely with the simulation results reported in [1] .
III. REDUCING THE NUMBER OF ROUNDS OF INTERACTION
Though the synchronization algorithm has near-optimal rate and low computational complexity, the bound of Theorem 1 for the expected number of rounds of interaction grows (logarithmically) with the number of edits t. In many applications, it may be infeasible to have several rounds of interaction due to high-latency links. Rsync, for example, has only one round of interaction followed by a transmission from the encoder to the decoder [2] .
In this section, we show how the original algorithm can be modified to work with one round of interaction. Recall that the main purpose of interaction was to divide the sequence into substrings with only one deletion/insertion. These substrings were then synchronized using VT syndromes. To reduce the number of rounds, the encoder divides X into a number of equal-sized pieces, most of which are likely to contain either 0 or 1 edits. It then sends anchors, hashes, VT syndromes for each of these pieces. A small number of bits (O(log n)) from the beginning of each piece of X as anchors. These enable the decoder divide Y into pieces matching the partition of X.
Let each piece of X be of length n a bits for a ∈ (0, 1). Hence there are nā pieces, whereā = 1 − a. The pieces are denoted X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X nā . The algorithm works as follows.
1) For each piece X k , k = 1, . . . , nā, the encoder sends an anchor, a hash, and its VT syndrome. The anchor of a piece is a small number of bits from the beginning of each piece of X. The length m a of the anchor is O(log n). The anchors help the decoder partition Y into pieces corresponding to those of X.
2) The decoder sequentially attempts to synchronize the pieces. For k = 1, . . . , nā, it attempts to align the anchors for pieces X k and X k+1 in order to determine the corresponding piece in Y , denoted Y k . There are four possibilities:
-If anchor for X k cannot be aligned in Y , declare the kth piece to be unsynchronized. -If Y k has length n a , the piece has undergone zero net edits. The decoder uses the hashes to check if the piece is synchronized. If the hashes disagree, it is declared unsynchronized.
-If Y k has length n a −1 or n a +1, the piece has undergone one net edit. The decoder uses the VT syndrome to to perform VT decoding. It then uses the hash to check if the piece is synchronized. If the hashes disagree, it is declared unsynchronized.
-If Y k and X k differ by more than 1, the number of edits is at least two. Declare the piece to be unsynchronized. 3) The decoder sends the status of each piece (synchronized/unsynchronized) back to the encoder .
4) The encoder sends the unsynchronized pieces to the decoder in full.
The algorithm consists of one complete round of interaction, followed by one transmission from the encoder to the decoder. The following theorem characterizes its performance.
Theorem 2: Suppose that Y is obtained from length n sequence X via t = n b random insertions and deletions, where b ∈ (0, 1). Let n a be the size of each piece in the one-round algorithm, and let the number of anchor bits and hash bits per piece be equal to m a = c 0 log n and m h = c 1 log n, respectively (c 1 ≥ 1). Then for b < 1 − a, the algorithm has the following properties.
(a) The probability of error, i.e., the probability that the algorithm fails to synchronize correctly is at most
The total number of bits transmitted from the encoder to the decoder, denoted N 1→2 , satisfies
(2) The number of bits transmitted from the decoder to the encoder is deterministic and equals n 1−a . Proof: (a) A piece remains unsynchronized at the end of the algorithm only if is there is a hash failure, i.e., the hashes at the encoder and decoder agree despite their respective versions of the piece being different. With c log n hash bits, the probability of this event is n −c for each piece. Taking a union bound over the nā pieces yields the result.
(b) In the first step, the number of bits sent by the encoder is deterministic: for each of the nā pieces, it send m a anchor bits, m h hash bits, and log(n a + 1) bits for the VT syndrome. Thus the total number of bits sent by the encoder in the first step is therefore
For each piece, the decoder sends 1 bit back to the encoder, to indicate whether the piece was synchronized or not. The number of bits sent by the encoder in the final step is
A piece is synchronized after the first step if it has undergone either 0 or 1 edit. Since the edits are random, the probability of a piece containing none of the n b edits is
The probability of a piece undergoing exactly 1 edit is
Combining (5) and (6), the probability of a piece being synchronized after the first step is
(a) is obtained using the Taylor expansion of (1 + x) 1/x near x = 0. (b) holds because for large enough n
and forā > b
The expected number of unsynchronized pieces after the first round is (1 − p 0 − p 1 )nā. Therefore the expected number of bits sent by the encoder in the final step is
In the chain above, (a) is obtained by using the upper bound (7) for p 0 + p 1 , while (b) is due to the inequality
Combining (10) with (3) completes the proof.
Remarks:
1) The expected communication rate is minimized when the the two terms in (2) are balanced. This happens when
Therefore the optimal segment coefficient a for a given number of edits n b is 2 3b . For this value, the total number of bits transmitted is Θ(n (1+2b)/3 log n). 2) In general, we may not know the number of edits beforehand. For a given segment size n a , the algorithm can handle up to nā random edits using o(n) bits. If the number of edits is larger than nā, it is cheaper for the encoder to send the entire X sequence.
3) The original interactive algorithm and the one-round algorithm represent two extreme points of the trade-off between the number of rounds and the total communication rate required for synchronization. It is possible to interpolate between the two and design an algorithm that uses at most k rounds of interaction for any constant k.
Experimental Results: The algorithm was tested on randomly generated X sequences of length n = 10
6 . The parameter a was chosen to be 1/2, i.e., each piece was 1000 bits long. For each piece, the length of anchor was m a = 25 bits, and the length of hash was m h = 30 bits. The table below shows the average number of bits (over 1000 trials) transmitted from encoder to decoder as the number of edits vary. 20  65170  64970  50  66220  66330  100  69970  69660  300  109970  104070  500  189970  159270 IV. SYNCHRONIZING FROM BURSTY EDITS Burst deletions and insertions can be a major source of mis-synchronization in practical applications as editing often involves changing inserting or removing chunks of a file rather than isolated bits. The algorithm described in the previous section seeks to divide the original string into pieces with one insertion/deletion each, and uses VT syndromes to synchronize each piece. When there is a burst of multiple insertions/deletions occurring in succession, the number of rounds needed to isolate these edits will be of the order of log n, rather than the expected value of order log t obtained in Theorem 1. Consequently, the number of the bits transmitted in each direction will also be higher than the expected values by a factor of log n. We first describe a method to efficiently synchronize from a single burst (of either deletions or insertions) of known length.
A. Single Burst
Suppose that Y is obtained from the length-n string X by deleting or inserting a single burst of B bits. We allow B to be a function of n, e.g. B = √ n, or even B = αn for some small α > 0. A lower bound on the number of bits required to synchronize can be obtained by assuming the encoder knows the exact location of the burst deletion. Then it has to send the decoder two pieces of information: a) the location of the starting position of the burst, and b) the actual bits that were deleted. Thus the number of bits required can be bounded as
The goal is to develop a synchronization technique whose performance is close to the lower bound of (11) 
Consider the following example where X undergoes a burst deletion of B = 3 bits (shown in red italics):
The three substrings formed according to (12) are
Observe that each of the substrings X k undergoes exactly one deletion to yield Y k . Whenever we have a single burst deletion (insertion) of B bits, and divide X and Y into B substrings as in (12) , X k and Y k differ by exactly one deletion (insertion) for k = 1, . . . , B. Moreover, the positions of the single bit deletions in the B substrings {X k } B k=1 are highly correlated. In particular, if the deletion in substring X 1 is at position j, then the deletion in the other substrings is either at position j or j − 1. In the example (13), deletion in X 1 and X 2 occurs in the second bit, and in X 3 it occurs in the first bit. More generally, the following property can be verified.
Burst Property: When Y is obtained from X through a single burst deletion, the deletion position in substring X k is either equal to the deletion position in X k or less by 1, for all k > k. An identical property holds for a burst insertion.
This property suggests a synchronization algorithm of the following form:
1) The encoder sends the VT syndrome of substring X 1 . (requires log(1 + n/B) bits) 2) The decoder synchronizes Y 1 to X 1 , and sends the position j of the edit back to the encoder. (requires log(n/B) bits) 3) For k = 2, . . . , B, the encoder sends the bits in positions j and (j − 1) of X k . (requires 2(B − 1) bits) The decoder reconstructs each X k by inserting/deleting the received bits in positions (j − 1, j) of Y k .
In the second step above, we have implicitly assumed that by correcting the single deletion/insertion in Y 1 , the decoder can determine the exact position of the deletion in X 1 . However, this may not always be possible. This is because the VT code always inserts a deleted bit (or removes an inserted bit) either at the beginning or the end of the run containing it. In the example of (14) , after synchronizing Y 1 , the decoder can only conclude that a bit was deleted in X 1 in either the first or second position.
So we modify the first two steps of the algorithm as follows. In the first step, the encoder sends the VT syndromes of both the first and last substrings, i.e., of X 1 and X B . Suppose that the single edit in X 1 occurred in the run spanning positions j 1 to l 1 , and the edit in X B occurred in the run spanning positions j B to l B . Then, the burst property implies that in the final step, the encoder only needs to send the bits in positions j * to l * of each substring X k , where
The final algorithm for exact synchronization from a single burst deletion/insertion is summarized as follows.
Single Burst Algorithm:
1) The encoder sends the VT syndrome of substrings X We now show that the expected number of bits sent by this algorithm is within a small factor of the lower bound in (11) . Proposition 4.1: If the length n binary string X and the starting location of the burst of length B are both drawn at random, the expected number of bits sent from encoder to decoder in the single burst algorithm satisfies
The number of bits sent by the decoder to the encoder is a constant close to 2 log(n/B).
Proof: In the first step, the encoder sends the VT syndrome of substrings X 1 and X B , which require log(1 + n/B) bits each. Thus N 1→2 − 2 log(1 + n/B) represents the bits transmitted by the encoder in the second step.
The lower bound is obtained by considering the ideal case where the single edits in both X 1 and X B occur in runs of length 1, i.e., j 1 = l 1 , and j B = l B . For this case, there are two possibilities:
1) The starting position burst edit in X is of the form aB+1 for some integer a ≥ 0, in which case the edit will be in the (a + 1)th bit of all substrings X k , 1 ≤ k ≤ B. The encoder then only needs to send 1 bit/substring in the final step.
2) The starting position burst edit in X is of the form aB+q for 2 ≤ q ≤ B, then j B = j 1 − 1, i.e., the position of the edit in X B is one less than the position in X B . Here two bits/substring are needed in the final step.
Since the starting position of the burst is random, the average number of bits per substring in the ideal case is
Hence the expected number of bits sent in the final step for substrings X 2 , . . . , X B−1 is lower bounded by (2− 1 B )(B−2). To obtain an upper bound on (j * − l * + 1), we start by observing that
which follows directly from (15) . Note that (l 1 − j 1 + 1) and (l B − j B + 1) are the lengths of the runs in X 1 and X B , respectively, that contain the edit. Denoting these by R 1 and R B , (17) can be written as
Since the binary string X is assumed to be drawn uniformly at random, the bits in each substring are i.i.d Bernoulli ( 1 2 ). R 1 and R B are i.i.d, and their distribution is that of a runlength given that one of the bits in the run was deleted. This distribution is related to the inspection paradox and it can be shown [13] that as n grows large, the pmf converges to
Therefore, for r ≥ 1,
The expected number of bits required per substring in the final step can be bounded using (20) in (18):
This completes the proof. Experimental Results: The algorithm was tested on randomly generated X sequences of length n = 10 6 with a single burst of deletions at a random position. The table below shows the average number of bits (over 1000 trials) transmitted from encoder to decoder for various burst lengths.
Length of burst Upper bound on EN 1→2
Average N 1→2  100  300  290  1000  2996  2680  10000  29996  26110  100000 299996 257000
B. Multiple Bursts
We can now modify the original synchronization algorithm to handle multiple edits, some of which occur in isolation and others in bursts of varying lengths. The idea is to use the anchor bits together with interaction to identify pieces of the string with either one deletion/insertion or one burst deletion/insertion. Since a burst consists of a number of adjacent deletions/insertions, it can be detected by examining the offset indicated by the anchor bits. In particular, if the offset for a particular piece of the string is a large value B that is unchanged after a few rounds, we hypothesise a burst edit of length B. Assuming the isolated edits occur randomly, they are likely to be spread across X, causing the offsets to vary within a few rounds.
We include the following "guess-and-check" mechanism in the original synchronization algorithm: When the number of net deletions (or insertions) in a substring is greater than a specified threshold B 0 , and does not change after a certain number of rounds (say T burst ), we hypothesize that a burst deletion (or insertion) has occurred, and invoke the single burst algorithm of Section IV-A. In other words, we correct the substring assuming a burst occurred and then use hashing to verify the results of correction. If the hashing succeeds, we declare that the substring has been synchronized correctly, else we infer that the deletions (or insertions) did not occur in a burst, and continue to split the substring. The value of T burst can be adjusted to trade between the number of interactions and communication rate. Due to space constraints, experimental results and analysis for multiple bursts will be presented in an extended version of this paper.
V. CORRECTING SUBSTITUTION EDITS
The goal in this section is to equip the original synchronization algorithm to handle substitution errors in addition to deletions and insertions. We begin with the following wellknown observation [14] , [15] : if Y is approximately synchronized to X, say within Hamming distance d, then perfect synchronization can be achieved by sending the syndrome of X with respect to an appropriate linear error-correcting code, e.g. Reed-Solomon or LDPC code.
Recall that the algorithm used hashing to only check whether two sub-strings were exactly synchronized (i.e., identical) or not. To synchronize X and Y within a target Hamming distance d, we use a specific class of hash functions for which the probability of hash collision is related to the distance between the two strings being compared. In the following subsection, we use the sketching technique of Kushilevitz et al [16] to obtain a Hamming distance estimator. In Section V-B, this estimator is used in the interactive algorithm to synchronize Y to within a target distance of X.
A. Estimating the Hamming Distance
Suppose Alice and Bob have length n binary sequences x and y, respectively. Alice sends m < n bits in order for Bob to estimate the Hamming distance d H (x, y) between x and y. Define the hash function h : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} m as
where R is a binary n × m matrix with entries chosen i.i.d Bernoulli( κ 2n ), and the matrix multiplication is over GF (2) . κ is a constant that controls the accuracy of the distance estimate, and will be specified later. Define the function Z as
where ⊕ denotes modulo-two addition. For i = 1, . . . , m, Z i (x, y) is the indicator function 1 {hi(x) =hi(y)} . We have
where the summations denote modulo-two addition. Since the matrix entries {R li } are i.i.d Bernoulli( κ 2n ), it is easily seen (e.g., via induction over the summands) that
.
Further, for any pair (x, y), the random variables Z i (x, y) are i.i.d Bernoulli with the distribution given in (25). This because the random matrix entries {R li } are i.i.d for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ l ≤ n. The empirical average of the entries of Z(x, y), given byZ
has expected value equal to the right side of (25). For large m, Z will concentrate around its expected value, and can hence be used to estimate the Hamming distance. Inverting (25), we obtain the Hamming distance estimator
n n otherwise (27) We note that a related but different sketching technique for estimating the Hamming distance was used in [3] .
Proposition 5.1: For all x, y ∈ {0, 1} n and δ ∈ (0, 1 2 − p), the Hamming distance estimator satifies
where p is defined in (25). Proof: The estimatord H (x, y) is a monotonically increasing function ofZ. Therefore the event {Z > p + δ} is equivalent tô
where we have used (25) to substitute d H (x, y) = ln(1−2p) ln(1−κ/n) . Similarly, the event {Z < p − δ} is equivalent tô
Noting thatZ is the empirical average of i.i.d Bernoulli random variables with mean p, we can use a Chernoff/Hoeffding bound [17] to obtain the result. Using the Taylor expansion for ln(1 + x) to simplify the deviation terms in (28) and (29), we have
Using the approximation
for large n, Proposition 5.1 and (32) imply that for any δ > 0 and large enough m, the (normalized) Hamming distance estimate
with probability at least 1 − 2e
(The 2.2 in the equation above can be replaced by any constant greater than 2.)
In the synchronization algorithm, we will use the distance estimator to resolve questions of the form "is the distance 
B. Synchronizing Y to within a target distance of X
The idea is to declare synchronization between two substrings if the distance between them is small. We use the Hamming distance estimator in the hashing step of the synchronization algorithm to determine whether the normalized Hamming distance estimate between the two substrings is less than d 0 . The hash parameter κ used to define the function h is set equal to 1/d 0 .
In the original algorithm of Section II, whenever a hash is requested by the decoder, the encoder sends h(x). Here, x and y denote the equal-length sequences at the encoder and decoder, respectively, which are to be compared. The decoder calculates Z = h(x) ⊕ h(y) andd H (x, y) as in (26). If the normalizedd H (x, y) is less than d 0 , declare synchronization; else put this piece in L Y (and correspondingly in L X ). The rest of the synchronization algorithm remains the same.
After the final step, the encoder may estimate the Hamming distance between X and the synchronized version of Y using another hash h(y). It can then effect full synchronization if desired by using the syndromes of a linear code of appropriate rate. We note that the distance estimator can also be used in the algorithms described in Sections III (limited rounds) and IV-B (multiple bursty edits) to achieve synchronization within a target Hamming distance.
Experimental Results: The table below compares the performance of the synchronization algorithm using: a) the Hamming estimator which declares synchronization between two substrings if the estimated (normalized) Hamming distance is less than d 0 = 0.02, and b) a hash from the H 3 universal class [12] to test for exact synchronization. X is a randomly generated sequence of length n = 10 6 which undergoes 100 deletions, 100 insertions, and 100 substitutions, at locations chosen randomly, to yield Y . The number of anchor bits was m a = 10 and the number of bits used for the hash/distance estimator was m h = 40. The average rate was calculated over 100 trials. In each case, if the length of the two strings being compared was less than m h , the encoder just sent its string in full to the decoder. This is the reason the H 3 hash is able to effect exact synchronization despite the presence of substitution errors. APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1 Proof of (a) (Probability Error): An error occurs when two substrings that are actually different are declared 'synchronized' by the hash comparison when they are different. In any round, there can be at most t/2 substrings that are potential sources of error. Indeed, for a hash to be used, the versions of the substring at the encoder and decoder need to have the same length, which means that for an error to occur, there must be at least one deletion and one insertion in the substring. Since there are a total of t edits, in each round there can be at most t/2 substrings in which an error can potentially occur. Since the algorithm terminates in at most log n rounds, a union bound yields P e (t) < t log n 2 P (hash collision) = t log n 2n c ,
where the last equality is due to the fact a hash of length c log n drawn from a universal family of hash functions has collision probability n −c [12] . Proof of (b) (Average rate): When there are d deletions and i insertions (t = d + i), the total number of bits transmitted by the encoder to the decoder until the algorithm terminates can be expressed as
where N a , N h and N v represent the number of bits sent for anchors bits, hash bits, and bits for VT syndromes, respectively. First, we will prove by induction that 
The first equality in (40) holds because each of the d + i edits are equally likely to have occurred on either side of the anchor bits. We have not considered he contribution of the extra center bits sent when a match is not found. This overhead is O( t log 2 n n ) which goes to zero since t is o( n log 2 n ). Assume towards induction that EN a (j, k) < 2(j + k − 1)m for all j, k such that j + k ≤ (d + i − 1). Using this in (40), we obtain To upper bound the expected values of N h , and N v , we note that a hash is requested whenever the anchor bits indicate an offset of zero or one; a VT syndrome is requested whenever the anchor bits indicate an offset of one. There for the number of times hashes (and VT syndromes) are sent by the decoder is at most the number of times anchor bits are sent. Therefore 
Combining (39), (43), and (44) and substituting m = c log n gives the upper bound on EN 1→2 (d, i).
To bound N 2→1 , we first note that the information sent by the decoder back to the encoder consists of a) response to each set of anchor bits and b) response to each set of hash bits. Each time a set of m anchor bits are received, the decoder has to signal one of four options for each half of the piece under consideration: 1) Continue splitting, 2) Send VT syndrome +hash, 3) send hash or 4) Send additional anchor bits (i.e., no match found). Thus this signaling takes 2. log 2 4 = 4 bits to respond each time anchor-bits are sent. Each time a set of hash bits are sent, the decoder needs to send back a one bit response (to indicate whether synchronized or not). Therefore the expected number of bits sent by the decoder is 
